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ABSTRACT 
Variable-hop Virtual Clustering Schemes for Control Channel Assignment in 

Dynamic Access Network. 
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The underutilization of the licensed spectrum has encouraged researchers to find new technology 

to fully utilize the available spectrum. Thus, Cognitive Radio (CR) technology was introduced. 

One primary challenge in realizing CR network (CRN) communications is assigning a reliable 

common control channel (CCC) to exchange control information between CR users before data 

exchange can take place. Providing such channels to CRNs is not quite easy because of the 

dynamic nature of primary radio (PR) activities and the heterogeneity of both spectrum medium 

and CRs distribution. Many protocols were proposed to assign CCC: Protocols that use an out-

of-band dedicated CCC, protocols that use a predefined non-dedicated CCC that all CR users 

know, protocols that use sequence-based (hopping) CCC and protocols that use group-based 

mechanisms (clustering). In this work, we proposed a dynamic-hop clustering algorithm with 

CSMA/CA-based to overcome the challenge of assigning CCC. CR users in our scheme are 

organized into dynamic-hop clusters and cooperate in selecting CCC and use it for cluster 

coordination. Our proposed scheme is called Dynamic-Hop Virtual Clustering Distributed 

Coordination (DH-VCDC). This scheme provides a dynamic-hop virtual clustering based on the 

traffic condition of both PR and CR networks such that a minimum number of needed common 

idle channels per cluster are guaranteed. This result in a better trade-off between the number of 
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common idle channels per cluster and the cluster size. The DH-VCDC scheme exploits the 

advantages of using Multi-packet Multi-channel DOFDM (Discontinuous Orthogonal Division 

Multiplexing) to reduce neighbor discovery time, allow CR users to have multiple cluster 

memberships, select more than one CCC and simplify the inter-cluster coordination. CR users in 

this scheme are grouped into virtual clusters each contains at least two CCCs, one as primary 

CCC and the other is a backup CCC. Three modes of DH-VCDC are presented: the one-hop 

mode, two-hop mode and three-hop mode. Each CR must continuously monitor both PR and CR 

traffic loads and accordingly chooses the appropriate DH-VCDC mode. We evaluate the 

performance of our DH-VCDC using Matlab and compared it with reference schemes (fixed 

one-hop VCDC, fixed two-hop VCDC, and fixed three-hop VCDC). The results show significant 

performance improvement in the number of common idle channels per cluster, which can 

significantly improve CRN throughput. 


